MAYBORN MUSEUM TO HOST SCOOBY-DOO™ EXHIBIT
Scooby-Doo™ Mansion Mayhem Exhibit Coming April 22

Adventure Awaits When SCOOBY-DOO™ and the Gang Come to Mayborn Museum April 22–August 20, 2023

“Ruh-Roh” SCOOBY-DOO™ and the gang invite families to solve a gem of a mystery at the Mayborn Museum when SCOOBY-DOO™ Mansion Mayhem opens April 22, 2023. This immersive experience, in partnership with Warner Bros. Discovery Global Themed Entertainment, allows families to join the members of Mystery Inc. to analyze clues and put their problem-solving skills to the test. Families and young detectives will work through the rooms of the mansion meeting different characters of the iconic TV show that has captivated fans for more than five decades. Unmask the jewel thief and discover secrets of the mansion.

In the Hall of Portraits, meet Daphne—the brave, fashion savvy member of the gang. Comb through moving eye portraits to discover the villain’s hidden control panel that creates spooky illusions. In the Villain’s Tinkering Workshop, work alongside Fred, the group’s calm and collected leader, to build a trap for the villain. Green glowing clues appear to help along the way! Shaggy and his lovable canine pal Scooby-Doo™ can be found in the kitchen of course, where families participate in the iconic ghost chase and create many more delicious memories. No mystery can be solved without the help of tech-savvy Velma in the library music room. Solve a musical puzzle on the organ and use the Clue Analyzer to get a visual of the villain.

--more--
Be sure to gather the family around for a photo opportunity that all generations will enjoy—a photo with The Mystery Machine! The Mystery Machine, from the Warner Bros. Archives, was one of four that were initially made for the live-action movies SCOOBY-DOO (2002) and SCOOBY-DOO 2: MONSTERS UNLEASED (2004).

**About the Mayborn Museum**

The Mayborn Museum Complex at Baylor University provides a wide spectrum of learning opportunities to engage visitors of all ages.

The exhibits and education programs encourage families to learn together and design their own museum experience. This complex features a natural science and cultural history museum focusing on Central Texas with walk-in dioramas including one of the Waco Mammoth Site. The Mayborn Museum Complex also encompasses a multi-floor science discovery center encouraging hands-on learning for all ages and the Gov. Bill & Vara Daniel Historic Village. The nine wood frame buildings that comprise the village provide a glimpse into the past, bringing to life a community in the 1890s.

The museum’s hours are:  **Monday-Saturday** 10am–5pm  
**Sunday** 1pm–5pm

The museum is open all year long except for Baylor University home football games and the following holidays: New Year’s Day, Good Friday through Easter Sunday, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.

The museum is located at 1300 S. University Parks Drive, Waco, Texas 76706.

For more information, call (254) 710-1110 or visit [www.MaybornMuseum.com](http://www.MaybornMuseum.com).
This exhibit was produced by The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis in partnership with Warner Bros. Discovery Global Themed Entertainment. The Children’s Museum is a nonprofit committed to creating extraordinary family learning experiences across the arts, sciences and humanities that have the power to transform the lives of children and families. SCOOBY-DOO and all related characters and elements © & ™ Hanna-Barbera. (s23)
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